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easy music arranging

There must be very few
in the organ / keyboard
world who haven’t
heard Glenn Miller’s
famous signature tune
many times.  It’s surely
been played, at one
time or another, by
every keyboardist and
the iconic sound of the
Miller band / orchestra
has been copied with
varying degrees of
success by every
manufacturer.  

Select style, tempo and OTS

The Tyros5 (and many earlier models) has a style specifically
designed for Moonlight Serenade - so all we really need to do
is choose which of the styles associated One Touch Settings
is best for the melody.  ‘Moonlight Ballad’ (there’s a clue in the
title) is located in the Swing & Jazz style category and has a
default tempo setting of 72 bpm which is ideal for the song.

As usual I begin by numbering the bars - so that we all know
just where we are in the Easy Keyboard Library music score.     

Start to work through the arrangement

The EKL arrangement doesn’t have an introduction but our
‘Moonlight Ballad’ style has one purpose made for the job.
Intro 2 gives a short two-bar lead into the start of the tune
that finishes with the first note of the written arrangement - so
you don’t actually need to play the C# at the end of bar 1.

Bar  2  lyric:  “stand  at  your  gate...”

As the intro draws to a close we pick up the melody at the
beginning of bar two.  I chose the MAIN C style variation
because, if you play an F major chord and hold it for four
bars, you’ll hear that the trombones and muted trumpets in
the style play just the same phrasing as they do on the
original Glenn Miller recording.

If your keyboard’s OTS LINK button is switched on, selecting
the MAIN C variation will automatically call up the OTS3
voices.  On Tyros5 this is a nice sound - but, with three sax
voices playing together, it’s perhaps more Joe Loss than
Glenn Miller (whose famous sound featured a Clarinet playing
the top (melody) note.  OTS1 has, for me, a better sound -
with a lead clarinet playing over an ensemble of clarinets and
saxes.  The only thing I would change is that in this instance I
prefer the German Clarinet to the S.Art2 Clarinet.

So, here’s the first registration...

Regist. 1

Right 1 German Clarinet (Volume 100)
Right 2 Orch Clarinet (Volume 80)
Right 3 S.Art2 Jazz Sax (Volume 100)
Left Off
Style Moonlight Ballad (Main C and Intro2 selected)
Tempo 72 bpm
Harmony On (Block)

So that the harmony sounds right press 
DIRECT ACCESS followed by the HARMONY 
button and set the controls as illustrated.

Selecting BLOCK in the TYPE column and R2 in the ASSIGN
column instructs the keyboard to add the block harmony only
to the Right 2 voice.

Switching the INTRO 2 button on when I save the registration
means that this intro will be activated whenever I call up the
first registration.  
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For a more authentic ‘Miller’ sound play the first thirteen bars
an octave higher than written.  The block harmony effect will
fill out the middle notes and (if you don’t press the notes too
hard) you’ll get a nice creamy sound.

Bar  14  lyric:  “Let  us  stray...”

At bar 14 I switched to the MAIN B style variation and selected
the S.Art2 Trombone as the lead voice in the RIGHT 1 voice
part.  (Tyros5 has this preset as OTS2.)  Bring the pitch of the
melody back down an octave and play the notes as written for
this part of the song.  Here’s the second registration.

Regist. 2

Right 1 S.Art2 Trombone (Volume 100)
Right 2 Off
Right 3 Off
Left Off
Style Moonlight Ballad (Main B)
Tempo 72 bpm
Harmony Off

This registration is only used for a couple of bars before we
change again - on beat 3 of bar 16.  

Bar  16  lyric:  “valley  of  dreams...”

Switch to registration 3 for the phrase “valley of dreams”.
You might be able to make this change by hand - but it’s not
easy.  Alternatively, use a footswitch to step through the
registrations - or you could use this piece to experiment with
a ‘control track’ as suggested by Jackie Marsden in her
article on page 14.  Here are the settings for registration 3.

Regist. 3

Right 1 S.Art2 Trumpet (Volume 100)
Right 2 Silver Trumpet (Volume 80)
Right 3 S.Art2 Trombone (Volume 80)
Left Off
Style Moonlight Ballad (Main C)
Tempo 72 bpm
Harmony On

Press DIRECT ACCESS followed by the 
HARMONY button, as before, to call up the 
Harmony/Echo page and set the controls as 
illustrated.  

You’re going to love me for this one... because no sooner have
you played the phrase ‘valley of dreams’ than you need to
change back to registration 2 in time for the final beat of bar 17.

Bar  17  lyric:  “just  you  and  I...”

As long as you’ve made the change of registration in time to
play the lyric ‘just’ you can then relax for a little while as the
solo trombone takes over again for the next few bars.

Between the end of bar 18 and the start of bar 19 there’s a
jump from the note E to the note E an octave above (lyric: ‘a
summer day).  

If you play these without a break the S.Art2 Trombone will
glide from the first note to the next.  It’s a nice effect - but it
won’t happen if you leave a gap between the notes.

On the last beat of bar 21 it’s time to change again, this time
to registration 4.  Happily, this registration is exactly the same
as registration 1 - so you can just copy from one to the other.
The only difference is that the INTRO2 button should be
switched off before saving the registration. 

Regist. 4

Right 1 German Clarinet (Volume 100)
Right 2 Orch Clarinet (Volume 80)
Right 3 S.Art2 Jazz Sax (Volume 100)
Left Off
Style Moonlight Ballad (Main C - Intro2 switched off!)
Tempo 72 bpm
Harmony On (Block)

Settings exactly as Regist.1.

Now it’s plain sailing through to the end of the piece.  As you
reach bar 33 press ENDING 2 to round off the piece.  It has
to be ENDING 2 because it’s perfect for the finish of Moonlight
Serenade whereas the third ending pattern would be better
suited to a song such as ‘I Know Why (And So Do You)’.

These same settings can be used for any number of Glenn
Miller favourites and there are twenty-three great tunes in the
Easy Keyboard Library - Glenn Miller music book.  I’ve put
together a Music Finder set to match the titles in the book
and you’ll find details of this and two more new Music Finder
collections on page 5.

An mp3 audio file is available.

As always I’ll create an mp3 audio file for those who want to
hear my finished version.  Just send me an email to
glyn@yamaha-club.co.uk with a request for ‘Moonlight
Serenade’. 
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Stageworks Non-Slip Mats
Pack of two mats
The Stageworks non-slip pedal mats are made
of a durable 3-piece material.  They are
designed to grip most stage and studio floors
and have been tested on the most challenging
surfaces to  provide firm hold for pedals and no
slippage across the floor. 

Size: 18'' (46cm) x 8'' (20cm) x 0.2" (0.5cm)
Colour: Black

£19.99 inc. p/p
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